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ABSTRACT

We will show in this contribution the state of the art
reached by the ASCOMP group using their CMFD code
TransAT to predict subsea multiphase flows. TransAT is
specifically dedicated to N-Phase flow systems featuring
complex fluid physics, including hydrate kinetics,
formation and dissolution, deep-sea thermodynamics, and
very complex rheology, capable to predict wall adhesion
and melting of the hydrates and pipe plugging. The model
has proven robust in predicting a 3D unsteady multiphase
plume (Fig. 1) in the aftermath of a hypothetical 1000m
depth blowout. The five phases within the plume included
water, gas, light oil components, heavy oil components
and hydrates. The model has been used to predict hydrate
induced plugging in prototypical canopies used today to
collect spilled oil in the aftermath of a blow out. We will
discuss selected results and comment on both difficulties
and success of the model.

The goal of the simulation work to be presented is to
improve the understanding of the flows occurring in risers
and associated equipment with particular reference to deep
sea oil production systems and possible incidents such as
the Macondo event. This includes possible subsea pure
gas leaks as well. More specifically, our objectives are to
improve the realism and accuracy of predictions of the
behavior of subsea multiphase flows through advanced
simulation of the complex phenomena associated with
hydrocarbon spills. This includes multiphase flow jet
evolution,
hydrate
formation
and
dissolution,
thermodynamics of hydrocarbon mixtures during fast
pressure and temperature changes, and transient
interaction of plume constituents with the surrounding sea
currents.

Figure 1: Beginning of gas injection (gas colour is brown;
white represents hydrates).
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